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 2018 kisu aja ija kelasbudaya qilam ba gerbe kisa 5 munariki.“Dhawan Ali said that his child was the first to fall victim to the
Cyber City menace in this Capital. “Two months ago, my son Dhawan Ali was the victim of a Cyber City menace. Cyber City
has spread its tentacles deep in the Capital. It has attacked many young people, including kids.“But my boy is not the only one.

This menace has affected many youths in the Capital,” the man added.Vladimir Putin is taking the presidential election in
Russia one step further than he should. If his current game plan for the elections is successful, he will likely win with a plurality
of the vote. First of all, he is using the elections to change the government. From the early stages of the campaign, he has made a
number of high-profile attacks on Putin opponents. Some of these, such as Yulia Tymoshenko and Boris Nemtsov, have already
been prosecuted. Others, such as Mikhail Khodorkovsky, have not. With his first attack, Putin destroyed the personal credibility

of the current president, Vladimir Gusinsky. He and Gusinsky had grown close during Gusinsky's days as the biggest
shareholder of Gazprom, the world's largest natural gas producer. Putin ousted Gusinsky from the board and then declared that,

under Russian law, he had been fired. Putin has since made three key moves. He has installed a prominent businessman and
former prime minister, Sergey Kiriyenko, as head of Gazprom. In a sign of things to come, Kiriyenko is a member of the

political party Putin created in 2007, United Russia. The second move was to dismiss the head of Gazprom's rivals, the state oil
company Rosneft, Mikhail Levshin, in favor of Igor Sechin, a protege of the president and United Russia leader. This will be a
major challenge to the state oil company and its distribution network, which is controlled by the Russian Orthodox Church. The

third move is to promote Viktor Zubkov, a former prime minister and head of the Central Bank, to become finance minister.
This will have an immediate impact on Russia's budget, since Zubkov is widely regarded as a pro-Putin finance minister. Putin's

strategy appears to be to split the opposition into two camps. One is the hard-line supporters of Navalny, and the other is
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